To,
Credit Cards Division,
Plot No. 14,
YES BANK Ltd.,
YES BANK Tower,
3rd Main Road, Ambattur
Industrial Estate,
Ambattur,
Chennai – 600058

IMPORTANT TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PRIORITY PASS MEMBERSHIP ENTITLED THROUGH YES BANK CREDIT CARD

1. The Priority Pass Membership is applicable for YES FIRST Preferred, YES FIRST Business, YES Premia, YES PROSPERITY Business and YES Prosperity EDGE Credit Cards only.

2. The Priority Pass Card is not transferable and is only valid up to its date of expiry and when it has been signed by the Cardmember.

3. The access is subject to the availability of the particular lounge on a first come first serve basis. The number of lounges are subject to change from time to time.

4. The offer is a result of the tie up between YES BANK and Priority Pass Limited. YES BANK will support on a best effort basis in case of dispute and will not be held responsible for the outcome or claims, if any, thereafter.

5. YES BANK shall not be liable in any manner whatsoever or howsoever for any loss or damage or claims that may arise out of or otherwise howsoever from any refusal to honor the offer made by Priority Pass for any reason whatsoever.

6. In case of loss or theft, Cardmember should inform YES BANK immediately. Charges incurred in the interim have to be borne by the Cardmember.

☐ I agree to the general terms and conditions of Priority Pass, and instruct Priority Pass Limited to charge the lounge access fee for myself and all accompanying guests at the prevailing rate (Currently US $27 + GST per person) to my YES BANK Credit Card, upon completion of free lounge access (if any), offered by YES BANK.

Signature of the Primary Cardmember

Date: __________, __________, ________

All fields marked *** are MANDATORY
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